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NORDIC COMBINERS AND SKI JUMPERS IN VAL DI FIEMME
KOBAYASHI AND RIIBER LEAD THE CUP STANDINGS

Nordic Combined and Ski Jumping in Val di Fiemme (ITA) from 10th to 12th January
The Japanese ski jumper Kobayashi ahead of Kraft and Tande, Stoch 8th and Kubacki 9th
The Norwegian Nordic combiner Riiber leads the cup standings ahead of Graabak and Oftebro, Costa 17th, Pittin 19th
Online ticket sales until 9th January for the Ski Jumping events at the Ski Jump Arena in Predazzo


After the first FIS Ski Jumping competitions, the Japanese world-class ski jumper Ryoyu Kobayashi leads the FIS Ski Jumping World Cup standings and is ready to compete in Val di Fiemme (ITA) from 10th to 12th January, where last season he neared the record of seven World Cup wins in a row, a feat never achieved by any other ski jumper. The Austrian Stefan Kraft is surprisingly behind the Japanese champion, while in third place there is Daniel Andre Tande, from Norway. Further behind there are the Pole Kamil Stoch, eighth, and his compatriot Dawid Kubacki, ninth, who last January in Val di Fiemme prevented Kobayashi from beating the record. As far as the FIS Nordic Combined World Cup is concerned, in recent years the Norwegian athletes have not been as brilliant as in cross-country skiing, where Norway continues to rule – and the cross-country lovers who used to enjoy the accomplishments of the athletes both at the Cross-Country Stadium in Lago di Tesero and on Alpe Cermis during Tour de Ski in Val di Fiemme know this well. But this season, the Norwegian Nordic combiners are literally dominating the FIS World Cup thanks to the talented athlete Jarl Magnus Riiber, who was impressive not only at the jump, and who now is leading the cup standings ahead of his compatriots Joergen Graabak, Jens Luraas Oftebro and Espen Bjoernstad. Behind them there are two Germans, Vinzenz Geiger and Fabian Riessle, with Eric Frenzel 12th and Italy’s Samuel Costa and Alessandro Pittin 17th and 19th respectively. But the season has just kicked off and in January the Italian athletes have the chance to compete on the ‘home’ hill at the Ski Jump Arena in Predazzo. The large hill (HS135) will also host the ski jumping competitions. The Nordic combiners will take part in two 10 km Gundersen on 10th and 11th January, while on Sunday they will compete in the team sprint 2x7.5 km. It will be a weekend full of fun in Val di Fiemme also thanks to the Après-Ski Jumping Party and the return of the crowd supporter show by Mikee & DJ Ucho during the Ski Jumping events. The qualification rounds on Friday 10th January can be attended for free, while tickets for Saturday and Sunday can be purchased at 20 euros (10 euros for FISI members and residents in Trentino-Alto Adige, free for children under eight, residents in Val di Fiemme and disabled people). Online ticket sales until 9th January.
For further information: www.fiemmeworldcup.com       


